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SUMMARY

For land plants, water is the principal governor of growth. Photosynthetic performance is highly dependent

on the stable and suitable water status of leaves, which is balanced by the water transport capacity, the

water loss rate as well as the water capacitance of the plant. This review discusses the links between leaf

water status and photosynthesis, specifically focussing on the coordination of CO2 and water transport

within leaves, and the potential role of leaf capacitance and elasticity on CO2 and water transport.

Keywords: photosynthesis, leaf hydraulic conductance, leaf capacitance, mesophyll conductance, outside

xylem hydraulic conductance, modulus of elasticity.

INTRODUCTION

Water is the most abundant compound in all active plant

cells, and maintaining a stable aqueous environment in

cells is crucial for virtually every physiological process in

terrestrial plants (Chaves, 1991). The atmosphere is the

source of CO2, which is needed for photosynthesis; how-

ever, the atmosphere is usually quite dry, leading to a net

loss of water through evaporation. To meet the contradic-

tory demands of maximizing CO2 uptake while minimizing

water loss, plants face the challenge of balancing water

loss from leaves and replacing the water lost to the atmo-

sphere with water transport mainly from the soil. The

water loss rate from leaves or transpiration (E) is mainly

determined by leaf vapor diffusion and the vapor pressure

deficit between leaf and atmosphere (VPD), and the water

transport efficiency through the whole plant is defined as

plant hydraulic conductance (Kplant). Although the dis-

tances that water must traverse within leaves are small rel-

ative to the entire soil�plant�atmosphere pathway, leaves

constitute a bottleneck for water transport (Sack and Hol-

brook, 2006), significantly contributing to the plant hydrau-

lic resistance (Rplant, the inverse of Kplant). Therefore, a

large number of studies in the past decades focused on

water transport through the leaf and its influences on pho-

tosynthetic performance. The link between photosynthesis

and leaf hydraulic conductance (Kleaf) was generally estab-

lished on the common pathway for water loss and CO2

capture via stomata and cuticle (Boyer, 2015). However,

several recent studies indicated that the water transport

inside leaves may also share a common pathway with CO2

movement, providing new insights into the coordination

between Kleaf and photosynthesis (Flexas et al., 2013; Lou-

cos et al., 2017; Xiong et al., 2017).

For a plant under field conditions, the water flux cannot

be considered to be constant in most cases. Some non-

steady-state water flux occurs due to the expansion of grow-

ing cells of meristematic and young tissue and, in other

cases, a net flux of water can occur out of or into non-grow-

ing tissues (i.e. storage parenchyma tissues) not normally

viewed as part of the transpirational path. Water storage in

these tissues can buffer against rapid water status fluctua-

tions caused by environmental changes such as air and soil

drought. Capacitance (C) is defined as the change in water

content (W) per water potential (Ψ) change at a given water

status range. Capacitance in stems has been acknowledged

to play a significant role in water transport efficiency and

safety (Pratt and Jacobsen, 2017). However, leaf capacitance
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(Cleaf) in non-succulent species has received less attention,

despite being considered a key trait for defining leaf water

status (Schulte, 1992). Nonetheless, the available studies

point towards the correlation between Cleaf and Kleaf, and

also suggest a potential role of Cleaf in dehydration resis-

tance and photosynthetic performance. Cleaf is partly driven

by bulk modulus of elasticity (e), defined as the change in

turgor pressure per volume decrease, which relates to both

water relations and cell and tissue structure (Tyree and Jar-

vis, 1982). The recently described relationship between e
and CO2 assimilation, possibly through internal CO2 diffu-

sion (Nadal et al., 2018), highlights the complexity of the link

between water and photosynthesis in leaves, which may

occur at several different levels. The coordination of Kleaf

and CO2 capture through stomata has been reviewed fre-

quently, and it is somehow clear (Sack et al., 2016; Venturas

et al., 2018). Therefore, in the following sections, we high-

light some of the classical and recent advances on: (1)

potential coordination of CO2 and water transport inside leaf

and its impacts on carbon assimilation, and (2) the influ-

ences of Cleaf and e on Kleaf and photosynthetic perfor-

mance; and (3) re-visit the network of leaf traits

coordination to incorporate water relations, and point to

some questions for continuing research.

BACKGROUND: WATER TRANSPORT PATHWAYS

Components of Kleaf

In vascular plants, water moves from the petiole to stom-

ata mainly through a complex micro-hydrological system.

The prevailing viewpoint is that liquid water moves within

xylem conduits through the petiole and throughout the

leaf venation network, then across the bundle sheath

(BS), mesophyll and/or epidermis cells before evaporating

into intercellular airspace, and finally diffusing through

stomata out of the leaf (Sack and Holbrook, 2006; Buckley,

2015). In practice, Kleaf, representing the efficiency of liq-

uid water transport through the leaf, is calculated as the

ratio of water flow to a difference in water potential

between the petiole water source and bulk leaf tissues

(for a summary of approaches for the Kleaf measurement,

see Sack et al., 2002; Flexas et al., 2013). As the xylem

provides a pathway of low resistance for water move-

ment, the water movement efficiency within the xylem

(Kx) is somewhat well characterized; however, the leaf

hydraulic conductance outside the xylem (Kox) is poorly

understood, although it has received increasing attention

(Rockwell et al., 2014; Buckley, 2015; Buckley et al., 2017).

Generally, variation in Kleaf is dominated by variation in

Kox with Kx being correlated to Kleaf with a small R2 (Fig-

ure 1). Notably, because no direct method is available for

estimating Kox nowadays, Kox is usually calculated using

the values of Kleaf and Kx (Kleaf
�1 = Kx

�1 + Kox
�1) and,

therefore, the correlation between Kox and Kleaf may arise

in part from mathematical circularity. As gradients in liq-

uid water isotope composition vary between apoplastic

and transcellular pathways (Barbour and Farquhar, 2004),

applying water isotope (deuterium and 18O) analysis of

bulk leaf water to estimate the transport efficiency of dif-

ferent pathways has been suggested (recently reviewed

by Barbour et al., 2017). Hopefully, the development

of more stable isotopes technologies in the near future

may help discern water transport pathways in leaves and,

therefore, estimate the Kox directly (Song and Barbour,

2016; Barbour, 2017; Barbour et al., 2017).

Xylem water transport (Kx)

Vascular plants have evolved a highly specialized vascular

tissue, the xylem, for long-distance water transport. In con-

trast to the diffusion of water across semi-permeable mem-

branes, water moves under negative pressure inside the

xylem, via the cohesion�tension mechanism, and the pres-

sure-driven bulk flow inside the xylem is a metabolic

energy-free process, and independent of solute concentra-

tion gradients (Dixon Henry and Joly, 1895). Under

non-stressed conditions, the Kx is suggested to be mainly

determined by vein architecture traits such as vein density,

arrangement, geometry and the radius and length of xylem

conduit within veins (Venturas et al., 2017). Indeed, Kx cal-

culated using Poiseuille’s equation assuming xylem
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(b)Figure 1. Drivers of leaf hydraulic conductance

(Kleaf) across species.

Kx, the hydraulic conductance inside xylem; and

Kox, outside-xylem hydraulic conductance. Data col-

lected from Sack et al. (2004, 2005); Scoffoni et al.

(2016); Xiong et al. (2017); Ohtsuka et al. (2018) and

Lu et al. (2019).
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conduits as tubes is usually in agreement with the mea-

sured Kx using the minor vein cutting method (Scoffoni

et al., 2016; Xiong et al., 2017). It is important to emphasize

that the ‘negative pressure’ in the cohesion�tension

hypothesis refers to the liquid phase, as a negative gas

phase pressure is physically impossible. When tension is

too high, i.e. under drought conditions, it can cause air to

aspirate through a xylem conduit, a process known as cavi-

tation, which can lead to more severe embolism events.

The appearance of cavitation in the liquid-filled conduit

immediately relaxes the negative sap pressure to near zero

and breaks the bulk flow inside the xylem, thus possibly

contributing to Kleaf decline under dehydration (Brodribb

and Holbrook, 2003b).

Outside-xylem water transport (Kox)

The outside-xylem pathway is extremely complex, as

water travels via apoplastic and/or symplastic (includes

transmembrane flow through the cell membranes and

transcellular flow through plasmodesmata) routes

through living cells. As much less specialized tissues

exist for water movement outside the xylem, the water

flow should be strongly limited in this part both for

apoplastic and symplastic pathways. This was further

advanced by Brodribb et al. (2007), who observed a

strong negative relationship between Kleaf and the path-

length for water flow from xylem to stomata. The

apoplastic pathway via cell walls is often implicitly

assumed to be the major pathway of water transport

through the outside xylem (Buckley, 2015). However, the

observation of aquaporin-mediated water transport in BS

using aquaporin mutants means that the symplastic path-

way is in fact plausible (Sade et al., 2010, 2014; Prado

et al., 2013; Kelly et al., 2017). Other evidence for sym-

plastic water transport comes from the diurnal rhythms

in Kleaf, and the dynamic response of Kleaf to environmen-

tal changes including temperature and light intensity.

Beyond liquid water transport, the important role of

vapor diffusion through intercellular air space in outside-

xylem water transport was suggested by Boyer (1985)

and highlighted by several recent modeling studies

(Rockwell et al., 2014; Buckley, 2015; Buckley et al., 2017;

Rockwell and Holbrook, 2017). The water pathway outside

the xylem involves multiple tissues, including BS, meso-

phyll and epidermis, the hydraulic resistances of which

remain largely unknown. For instance, early studies that

inferred the effect of BSs and their extensions (BSEs) on

Kleaf from anatomy, modeling and Kleaf response to light

have hypothesized that BSs and BSEs are major hydraulic

resistance on Kleaf (Griffiths et al., 2013; Caringella et al.,

2015); however, other empirical and modeling studies

suggested that mesophyll tissues are the most hydraulic

resistive part rather than BSs and BSEs (Zwieniecki et al.,

2007; Buckley et al., 2015; Zs€og€on et al., 2015).

COUPLING OF HYDRAULICS AND PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Links between Kleaf and CO2 diffusion

The coupling of Kleaf and photosynthesis (A) has been

widely observed, and the coordination between Kleaf and A

has been suggested to arise from stomatal conductance

(gs), a key trait in regulating water loss and carbon gain of

plants (Brodribb et al., 2007, Scoffoni et al., 2016; Figure 2).

When a stable equilibrium is achieved in the soil�plant�
atmosphere continuum, from the Ohm’s law analogy, the

relationship between conductance and water potential is

given by:

g

Kplant
¼ Wsoil �Wleaf �Wg

VPD

where g is the vapor conductance from intercellular air

space to atmosphere including gs and boundary-layer con-

ductance (gb), Ψsoil is the soil water potential, Ψleaf is the

leaf water potential, Ψg is the gravitational potential caused

by the plant height, and VPD is the vapor pressure deficit

between intercellular air space and atmosphere. Notably, g

is primarily driven by gs under wind of sufficient speed so

gb is not limiting. Under a given environment, i.e. a given

Ψsoil and a given VPD, the Ψleaf is determined by the ratio

of gs to Kplant (then Kleaf) and Cleaf. Moreover, stomata are

very sensitive to wleaf, and stomatal closure occurs when

Ψleaf drops below a threshold with a narrow range. As

shown in Figure 2, Kleaf is related to gs across species and/

or environmental conditions, and thus links to A due to the

tight correlation between gs and A.

Recently, the coordination of Kleaf and mesophyll con-

ductance to CO2 (gm), another major photosynthetic limita-

tion factor (for review, see Flexas et al., 2012), across

species and/or genotypes was suggested by several stud-

ies (Flexas et al., 2013; Xiong et al., 2017, 2018; Lu et al.,

2019; Figure 2c). The gm accounts for the apparent diffu-

sion efficiency of CO2 from substomatal cavity through

mesophyll cell components into the chloroplasts where

biochemical assimilation occurs. As the gm represents the

CO2 diffusion efficiency in mesophyll tissues, the gm might

be related only to the Kox in mesophyll tissues. Although

the details remain to be clarified, partly shared pathways

of CO2 and water movement in mesophyll tissues have

been suggested to link gm and Kox. As described before,

water moves through mesophyll tissues via apoplastic,

symplastic and vapor phase pathways and, in contrast, the

question of whether CO2 moves into mesophyll cells via

apoplastic and/or symplastic has never been addressed.

Nonetheless, for C3 plants, it has been widely suggested

that CO2 diffuses from the substomatal cavity to mesophyll

cell wall surfaces, and then into single mesophyll cells via

membranes after dissolving to solution in the cell wall

(Evans et al., 2009). In fact, the influences of mesophyll

properties such as the intercellular airspace, mesophyll
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surface facing the intercellular airspace (Sm), cell wall prop-

erties (i.e. thickness, Tcw), aquaporin mediated lipid mem-

branes permeability, the cytosol and chloroplasts shape

and size on gm have been widely studied, and the perme-

ability of membranes, Tcw and Sm have been found to be

the strongest limitations on gm. Unlike in the case of gm,

the impact of leaf anatomical traits on Kleaf has been sel-

dom investigated and the influences of leaf anatomical

traits on Kleaf are largely unknown. Interestingly, recent

modeling and experimental studies found Sm, Tcw and

membrane permeability also influence the water transport

efficiency through mesophyll tissues (Xiong et al., 2017).

However, Lu et al. (2019) did not find such relationships; in

fact, they observed intraspecific relationships between the

fraction of the mesophyll cell wall adjoining other cell

walls (fcm) and Kox among four crop species subjected to

different K supplies. This result would suggest a major role

of cell connectivity across tissues in the apoplastic path-

way, contrasting with the greater vapor phase that could

be associated with Sm, which reflects cell exposure to

intercellular spaces and thus increased surface for water

evaporation along the water pathway. Certainly, the

influence of leaf ultrastructure on Kox deserves further

investigation.

Leaf vein density (typically expressed as vein length per

leaf area, VLA) is also an important feature in determining

Kox, as the high VLA can shorten the water transport path-

ways from xylem to stomata. Indeed, VLA has been sug-

gested to be the key anatomical trait dominating both Kx and

Kox. If the VLA is the key trait determining Kox, the coordina-

tion of gm and Kox cannot be explained by VLA because gm is

independent of VLA. However, beyond common pathways

of liquid phase transport, the gas phase diffusion of CO2 and

H2O via intercellular airspace also shares a common path-

way. It has been suggested by two recent modeling studies

that liquid water can evaporate along the liquid pathways

from BS to near stomata, and diffuse as gas until reaching

the stoma (Rockwell et al., 2014; Buckley et al., 2017). Impor-

tantly, a recent study found that vapor transport via intercel-

lular airspace contributes up to two-thirds of Kox (Buckley,

2015), which indicates the common gas phase pathway may

contribute to the coordination of Kleaf and gm.

Coordination under variable conditions

As gs, gm and Kleaf are sensitive to environmental changes,

the coordination of gs, gm and Kleaf with short-term envi-

ronmental variation has attracted increasing attention

because their dynamics can influence plant performance.

Due to the fact that coordination of gs and Kleaf in response

to environmental changes has been widely studied and

recently reviewed (Scoffoni and Sack, 2017), here we

mainly focus on the response pattern of gm and Kleaf to

environmental changes. Although a large amount of stud-

ies investigated the response of gm and Kleaf to variable

environments such as light intensities, drought and CO2

concentration (Sack and Holbrook, 2006; Flexas et al., 2008,

2012), nearly all of the previous studies had only measured

one of the two parameters (i.e. either gm or Kleaf). To the

best of our knowledge, no study has measured the gm and

Kox under variable environment conditions. Hence, here we

consider the coordination of gm and Kleaf rather than Kox

under dynamic conditions. The responses of gm and Kleaf
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Figure 2. The correlation between gas exchange

parameters and leaf hydraulic conductance.

A, photosynthetic rate, gs, stomatal conductance,

gm, mesophyll conductance, and Kleaf, leaf hydrau-

lic conductance. Gas exchange and Kleaf data col-

lected across different species (Xiong et al., 2018;

Lu et al., 2019) and a wide range of environmental

conditions, including high temperature (Huang

et al., 2017), light intensities (Loucos et al., 2017),

long-term drought (Theroux-Rancourt et al., 2014)

and potassium application (Lu et al., 2019).
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to short-term environmental changes are summarized in

Table 1. Surprisingly, no evidence supports the coordina-

tion of gm and Kleaf in responding to dynamic environment.

Although the mechanisms need to be further revealed,

there are several possibilities for the disappeared correla-

tion between gm and Kleaf under variable environmental

conditions. Firstly, as introduced before, the water trans-

port and the CO2 diffusion pathways inside leaves are com-

plicated, and they only share a limited part of the

pathways. Thus, the different responses of Kleaf and/or gm

to environmental changes may be caused by the changes

of the independent parts: for instance, the water permeabil-

ity of BSE and the CO2 permeability of chloroplast stroma.

Secondly, water moves through four parallel pathways

within the leaf mesophyll: apoplastic, cell-to-cell move-

ment through plasmodesmata, transcellular transport

across membranes via aquaporin and vapor phase, and the

dominating pathway may change under variable environ-

ments to maintain an adequate Kox (thus Kleaf). On the

other hand, CO2 diffuses via transcellular pathway and it

likely lacks substitution pathways when the transcellular

pathway is blocked. Thirdly, the current approaches for

estimating both Kleaf and gm include sources of error espe-

cially under variable environmental conditions that require

consideration when interpreting data (Flexas et al., 2013;

Gu and Sun, 2014).The complexity (and even unreliability)

of short-term gm responses (Theroux-Rancourt and Gilbert,

2016; Carriqu�ı et al., 2019) is still a major constrain for

unravelling the coordination of gm and Kleaf under CO2 and

light variations.

Water status: the role of Kleaf

Water stress is one of the major constraints to water trans-

port and photosynthesis, as Ψleaf decline strongly induces

reduction in Kleaf, gs and gm. Although the responses of

these variables have been extensively studied separately,

very few studies have explored their coordination upon

water stress, especially considering gm (Flexas et al., 2018).

The response of Kleaf to declining Ψleaf was thought to be

only due to xylem cavitation events affecting Kx (Brodribb

and Holbrook, 2003a). However, in recent years, leaf

shrinkage and changes in membrane permeability with

dehydration have been related to Kox reduction, which

nowadays is suspected to be the main driver of Kleaf

decline under water stress (Trifilo et al., 2016; Scoffoni

et al., 2017, 2018). The coordination between Kleaf and gs

has been widely studied in order to establish if hydraulic

decline triggers stomatal closure or stomata close in order

to prevent further potentially damaging cavitation events

(Brodribb and Holbrook, 2004; Theroux-Rancourt et al.,

2014; Flexas et al., 2018), i.e. extending the safety margins,

defined as the difference between Ψ at stomatal closure

and Ψ at embolism formation (Martin-StPaul et al., 2017;

Skelton et al., 2017). On the other hand, gm also declines

under water stress, imposing a similar limitation to A com-

pared with gs especially at moderate and severe drought

(Nadal and Flexas, 2019). Although the mechanisms that

underly gm decline under drought are yet to be elucidated

(for details, see Nadal and Flexas, 2018), some shared

mechanisms with gs are thought to play a big role, such as

abscisic acid-triggered decline (Mizokami et al., 2015; Sor-

rentino et al., 2016). The study performed by Wang et al.

(2018) reports simultaneously the dynamics of Kleaf, gs and

gm during a drought event, showing that Kleaf is the main

driver of gs and gm decline under water stress in rice. Kleaf

decline with water stress compromises water availability in

leaves, thus contributing to the hydraulic-driven decline in

gs (Theroux-Rancourt et al., 2014) and possibly to reduced

Table 1 . Responses of mesophyll conductance to CO2 (gm), and leaf hydraulic conductance (Kleaf) to short-term environmental changes

Environment factor Species gm Kleaf Coupling Reference

Low light Gossypium hirsutum No response Slight decline No Loucos et al. (2017)
Phlebodium aureum No response No response – Xiong et al. (2018)
Nephrolepis cordifolia No response No response –
Taxus baccata Decline No response No
Ginkgo biloba Decline No response No
Nerium oleander Decline Slight decline No
Populus nigra Decline Slight decline No
Gossypium hirsutum Decline Slight decline No
Helianthus annuus Decline Decline Yes
Centella asiatica Decline No response No
Oryza sativa Decline Decline Yes

High temperature Oryza sativa Decline Increase No Huang et al. (2017)
Elevated CO2 Glycine max Decline No response No Locke et al. (2013)

Gossypium hirsutum Decline No response No Loucos et al. (2017)
Populus Decline No response No Theroux-Rancourt et al. (2014)

Drought Oryza sativa Decline Decline, faster than gm No Wang et al. (2018)
Populus Threshold response Decline No Theroux-Rancourt et al. (2014)
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gm as well. However, the interplay between Kleaf, gs and gm

may be species-dependent; in contrast to rice, poplar

clones displayed a delayed response of gm relative to gs

and Kleaf declines (Theroux-Rancourt et al., 2014). This dif-

ferential gm response may be related to reduction in aqua-

porin and carbonic anhydrase expression, which are also

thought to play a key role in gm decline under drought

(Perez-Martin et al., 2014). On the other hand, other photo-

synthesis-related processes may not be exclusively related

to Ψleaf under water stress: early studies indicated that the

reduction in symplast volume due to reduced water con-

tent (W) was responsible of A decline (Gupta and Berkow-

itz, 1987; Meinzer et al., 1990), possibly due to the negative

effects associated with increased solute concentration in

the symplast. Hence, although Kleaf emerges as a key

parameter to understand the responses of gs and gm under

variable Ψleaf conditions, because of the strong interplay

between Kleaf and Ψleaf (Scoffoni and Sack, 2017; Cardoso

et al., 2018), the role of water relations cannot be disre-

garded, as Ψleaf also depends on the availability of the

water stored in the tissue, which relates to leaf capacitance

(Cleaf). Thus, the interplay between Ψ and W is key to

understand the potential relationships between Cleaf and e
with water status and photosynthesis (Schulte, 1992). The

potential role and mechanisms of these parameters are

discussed in the next section.

LEAF CAPACITANCE AND WATER TRANSPORT

Leaf water relations: capacitance

Leaf water relations, i.e. the interplay between water vol-

ume, storage and water potential, have been strongly

related to water stress tolerance, being a key aspect shap-

ing plant strategies to cope with the environment (Philip,

1966; Meinzer et al., 1990; Bartlett et al., 2012; Blackman,

2018). The main parameters that describe water relations

are turgor loss point, expressed in either water potential or

relative water content terms (Ψtlp and RWCtlp, respectively),

osmotic potential at full turgor (po), bulk modulus of elas-

ticity (e), and the fraction of apoplastic water (af). These

parameters are usually derived from pressure�volume

(PV) curves, which combine Ψ and RWC measurements as

the tissue dehydrates (Tyree and Hammel, 1972; Tyree and

Jarvis, 1982; Bartlett et al., 2012). In addition, from PV mea-

surements tissue capacitance can also be obtained. Capaci-

tance is defined as the ratio of change in water content for

a given water potential interval (DW/DΨ), and it is usually

normalized by volume in stems and either area or dried

mass in leaves (Nobel and Jordan, 1983; Tyree and Ewers,

1991; Sperry et al., 2008). Thus, capacitance describes the

amount of water (mol or kg) mobilized within a given tis-

sue (m�3, m�2 or g�1) under the application of a pressure

of 1 MPa at the referred hydration state. The role and

structural determinants of C have been profusely described

in stems (Scholz et al., 2011; Pratt and Jacobsen, 2017):

stem capacitance (Cstem) ranges from 20 to

500 kg m�3 MPa�1, it is mainly driven by sapwood density

and water content, and reflects the source of available

water for transpiration when xylem transport is hindered

(Stratton et al., 2000; Scholz et al., 2007; McCulloh et al.,

2014; Savi et al., 2017). Moreover, Cstem is thought to play

a buffering role to avoid potentially damaging Ψ fluctua-

tions (Scholz et al., 2007; Meinzer et al., 2009). Thus, Cstem

may be a key trait related to the efficiency�safety trade-off

proposed for xylem water transport (Meinzer et al., 2008;

Sperry et al., 2008; McCulloh et al., 2014; Pratt and Jacob-

sen, 2017). On the other hand, Cleaf has received much less

attention, despite its potential relationships with other

aspects of leaf physiology such as water transport and car-

bon assimilation. The following sections discuss the poten-

tial role and structural determinants of Cleaf as well as its

position among other leaf traits.

A ‘buffering’ role under high transpiration

The correlation between leaf capacitance and Kleaf was

reported by Sack et al. (2003), who described a positive

relationship between lamina hydraulic conductance and

leaf capacitance across species under well-watered condi-

tions. Indeed, this report on a possible correlation between

Kleaf and Cleaf is still well supported when including more

species (Figure 3a). In addition, Cleaf is also positively

related to A (Figure 3b), possibly due to the A and Kleaf link

discussed above. Interestingly, Kleaf shows a negative rela-

tionship with e when data from different studies are pooled

together (Figure 3c). These relationships imply that leaves

with a high water transport efficiency (high Kleaf) show, in

turn, high capacitance and elasticity. Using an electric cir-

cuit analogy, capacitance behaves as a capacitor, i.e. a

dynamic storage compartment that can be recharged and

serves as a buffer to prevent power surge fluctuations

(Hunt et al., 1991; Tyree and Ewers, 1991). In plant tissues,

its buffer function is displayed in order to avoid extreme Ψ
changes experienced under the transpiration stream

(Scholz et al., 2011). Thus, Cleaf is thought to be the third

key feature determining the overall water potential of the

leaf, besides water loss (transpiration via stomata) and

water entrance into the leaf (quantified as Kleaf). Using the

modeling approach described in Cardoso et al. (2018), Fig-

ure 4a shows the interplay between Cleaf and Kleaf in deter-

mining Ψleaf under a sudden increase in E. From the

simulation, Cleaf emerges as the main parameter driving

the very first Ψleaf response, as the effect of water loss due

to high E on Ψleaf is diminished when Cleaf is high. The

buffering role of capacitance has been clearly described in

stems (Scholz et al., 2011; Pratt and Jacobsen, 2017). How-

ever, in the case of leaves, its buffering role may be

reflected at a different level: Martins et al. (2016) showed a

clear trend where low Cleaf values were related to faster
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stomatal closure upon VPD increases in conifers and ferns.

Those plant groups generally display an hydropassive

stomatal control (Brodribb and McAdam, 2017), where

stomata respond directly to the water status of the leaf.

Hence, low Cleaf would be reflected in lower Ψleaf per tran-

spiration (water loss) increase, thus triggering lower pres-

sure and stomatal closure. This same mechanism is

described even within a single fern species (Athyrium filix-

femina) that displays different fronds with contrasting Cleaf

(Cardoso et al., 2019). Interestingly, the relationship

between T50 (the time at which gs is at 50%) and Cleaf has

also been observed in angiosperm tree species differing in

their degree of iso- and anisohydry (Fu et al., 2019),

although they presented higher overall T50 values than

those reported for ferns and conifers. Figure 4b shows that

stomatal closure, even at the fastest rate reported in Mar-

tins et al. (2016), does not prevent Ψleaf decrease when Cleaf

is low. Hence, the simulation presented here implies that

the stomatal response reported in Martins et al. (2016) and

Fu et al. (2019) possibly reflects a passive hydraulic

response to a sudden drop in Ψleaf –driven by the low

buffering capacity of species with low Cleaf. The active

stomatal control in angiosperms in response to water defi-

cits (Brodribb and McAdam, 2011), together with the so-

called ‘wrong way response’ of transient stomatal opening

with increased transpiration (Powles et al., 2006; Buckley

et al., 2011), lead to a higher sensitivity of angiosperm

leaves to sudden Ψleaf drops (Zhang et al., 2016). High Cleaf

would confer a protection mechanism to avoid these

decreases in water potential; however, a similar result

could be obtained by haltering further water loss by drop-

ping of Kleaf due to terminal vein collapse (Zhang et al.,

2016). Nonetheless, the collapse-driven model of Zhang

et al. (2016) only applies at a lower Ψ range (< �2.5 MPa),

when the potential role of Cleaf would be overshadowed by

other mechanisms (such as stomatal closure) preventing

further dehydration.

The modeling described here only shows a Cleaf effect

on Ψleaf at a very narrow timescale (0–60 s); however, Fu

et al. (2019) reported T50 as high as 2500 s and still driven

by Cleaf. Moreover, higher Cleaf has been related to the

maintenance of higher midday Ψleaf in savanna tree spe-

cies (Hao et al., 2008) and to the maintenance of transpira-

tion for extended periods of time (~hours) in a mangrove

species (Nguyen et al., 2017). These effects of Cleaf on

water status at a larger timescale are not reflected in the

model of Cardoso et al. (2018) as depicted in Figure 4. This

is because Cleaf derived from PV measurements reflects the

‘bulk capacitance’ (Cbulk), that is, the overall capacitance of

a tissue, without distinguishing potential multiple water

compartments that contribute differently to water transport

and storage. Indeed, Blackman and Brodribb (2011) distin-

guished leaf Cbulk and dynamic capacitance (Cdyn), i.e. the

capacitance that actively contributes to the buffering of the

transpiration stream, and found that only Cdyn was posi-

tively related with Kleaf across different species. On the

other hand, water storage is also reflected in Cbulk. Water
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Figure 3. Relationships between photosynthesis and water-related traits

from published studies: leaf-specific capacitance at full turgor (C*FT) with

hydraulic conductance (Kleaf; a) and photosynthetic rate (A; b), and Kleaf with

bulk modulus of elasticity (e; c). Lines represent linear fittings and shaded

areas are the 95% confidence intervals. Kleaf data were measured in four–six
leaves from the same individuals in 13 of the 20 species used in Nadal et al.

(2018) using the evaporative flux method under saturating light conditions

at 25–30°C as described in Sack and Scoffoni (2012). Only ‘sun’ values are

shown from Sack et al. (2003), where sun and shade leaves were measured

for the same species. The fern Polystichum setiferum from Lo Gullo et al.

(2010) is not shown due to its extremely high e (49 MPa); nonetheless, it

also displayed low Kleaf (2 mmol m�2 MPa�1).
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storage within a tissue is often described as the water con-

tent per dry mass (g g�1), and is clearly related with sap-

wood density and capacitance in stems (Stratton et al.,

2000; Scholz et al., 2011; Pratt and Jacobsen, 2017). The

role and mechanisms of water storage have been exten-

sively described in succulent species (Lamont and Lamont,

2000; Males and Griffiths, 2017), although its contribution

to the water transport buffering is doubted (Males, 2017).

In stems, stored water in the xylem can significantly con-

tribute to the total amount of daily transpired water (Scholz

et al., 2011). On the other hand, the contribution of the

water stored in leaves to the transpiration in non-succulent

species is relatively small compared to stems: only 1–5.5%
of total daily transpired water comes from water stored in

leaves (Tyree et al., 1991), although other studies point

towards a greater contribution of leaves in small-sized

plants (Gleason et al., 2014). Hence, although Cleaf is

relatively small compared with Cstem (Scholz et al., 2011), it

is important in determining Ψleaf and subsequently the

driving force for water transport through the soil�plant�
atmosphere system (Hunt et al., 1991).

Other roles of Cleaf

The role of capacitance in maintaining high Ψ can pre-

vent against damaging cavitation and embolism events

that hinder hydraulic efficiency (Scholz et al., 2011). In

stems, high Cstem is related to higher P50 (the Ψ at which

50% of the hydraulic conductance is lost) and minimum

Ψbranch, suggesting a prominent role of Cstem in prevent-

ing extreme pressures and a need for higher embolism

resistance in trees with low Cstem (Pratt et al., 2007; Mein-

zer et al., 2008, 2009). Thus, greater branch capacitance

and water storage capacity extends the time before dam-

aging dehydration occurs (Blackman et al., 2016). Surpris-

ingly, no clear correlation between Cstem and Cleaf has

been described (Savi et al., 2017; Fu et al., 2019). Zhang

et al. (2013) found that high Cstem contributed to maintain

high midday Ψbranch but with simultaneous decreased

Ψleaf. The lack of correlation between the two capaci-

tances may reflect the need for greater Ψ gradients from

stem to leaf in species with strong reliance on stem

water storage. Nonetheless, leaf capacitance can prevent

hydraulic loss in a similar manner as stems, contributing

to higher Ψleaf and wider safety margins, and thus pre-

serving Kleaf for extended periods under drought (Scholz

et al., 2014; Blackman et al., 2019). Resistance to hydrau-

lic failure is also attributed to tissue rigidity by prevent-

ing leaf shrinkage (Trifilo et al., 2016) and conduit

collapse (Blackman et al., 2010). An extreme case of

dependence on leaf water storage for survival are epi-

phyte and desiccation-tolerant fern species, where Cleaf

determines the time to leaf death (McAdam and Bro-

dribb, 2013). In addition to its role in preventing hydrau-

lic stress, Cleaf also affects the dynamics of foliar water

uptake (FWU): species with high capacitance can main-

tain the needed Ψleaf for FWU during longer timespans,

thus resulting in greater amounts of water incorporated

into leaves (needed for full refilling of water storage;

Berry et al., 2018; Boanares et al., 2018).

Causes of Cleaf variation

The structural determinants of capacitance in leaves are

yet poorly understood. Area-based Cleaf has been weakly

related to leaf mass per area (LMA; Blackman et al., 2010),
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Figure 4. Modeling of leaf water potential (Ψleaf) dynamics in response to a sudden vapor pressure deficit (VPD) increase following the equation described in

Cardoso et al. (2018): Ψleaf = �[Ψmin 9 exp(�t 9 Kleaf/Cleaf)], where t is time and Ψmin is the minimum Ψleaf that would be reached at steady-state conditions

under a VPD of 2 kPa and maximum transpiration (Emax) of 10 mmol m�2 s�1, and it is calculated as Ψmin = Emax/Kleaf.

(a) Different combinations of Cleaf (0.5–2 mol m�2 MPa�1) and Kleaf (10–18 mmol m�2 s�1 MPa–1) under no variation in Emax. Notice how Kleaf sets Ψmin whereas

Cleaf determines the slope of Ψleaf decrease per time: the combination of high transpiration and low Cleaf implies a very fast (0–30 s) drop in Ψleaf independently

of Kleaf. However, this initial simulation does not account for stomatal closure in response to high VPD, which occurs in most plant species (McAdam and Bro-

dribb, 2015; Brodribb and McAdam, 2017).

(b) Realistic values of stomatal conductance (gs) decrease are incorporated as reported in Martins et al. (2016) in a survey of conifer and fern species, where

half-times for stomatal closure (T50) ranged from 100 to 250 s across Cleaf values from 0.2 to 2 mol m�2 MPa�1. Despite the significant effect of gs decrease over

time in both scenarios, resulting in a compensatory effect on Ψleaf, Cleaf still strongly determines the Ψleaf response in the first stages under high transpiration,

even at the highest stomatal closure times reported (T50 = 100 s). Although possible direct effects of Ψleaf on gs and Kleaf are not considered, this simple model-

ing approach illustrates the key role of Cleaf in buffering Ψleaf under high evaporative demands.
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possibly through the thickness component of LMA (Sack

et al., 2003), as this would imply a higher amount of tissue

and water per unit area. However, this relationship was not

found in another set of species (Nadal et al., 2018). Leaf

composition could also affect Cleaf: Blackman and Brodribb

(2011) showed that higher lignin content reduces Cleaf.

Nonetheless, the main driver of Cleaf appears to be water

content: a strong positive relationship emerges between

Cleaf at full turgor on a mass basis and saturated water con-

tent (SWC) across non-succulent species (Figure 5a). Inter-

estingly, the link between A and Cleaf shown above results

in a tight relationship between mass-based assimilation

(Amass) and SWC. On the other hand, area-based Cleaf is

related to leaf modulus of elasticity (e), where more elastic

leaves present, in turn, higher Cleaf (Figure 5b). The fact

that these parameters can influence capacitance depending

on its expression (area- or mass-based) still points to LMA

as a driver of Cleaf due to its relationship to the amount of

water per leaf area (Sack et al., 2003; Buckley et al., 2017).

Leaf water content can be attributed to the presence of

specialized storage tissue in succulent species (Nobel,

2006; Males and Griffiths, 2017). On the other hand, some

extracellular features such as large cavities filled with a

polysaccharide matrix (mainly constituted by pectins) can

contribute to water storage and capacitance (Robichaux

and Morse, 1990). In addition, cell dimensions could reflect

the amount of water stored in the leaf (Nobel, 2006). Fig-

ures 5c,d compare the structure of Populus nigra and
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Figure 5. The determinants of leaf capacitance from published studies: relationships of the saturated water content (SWC) and mass-based leaf-specific capaci-

tance at full turgor (C*FT; a) and mass-based light-saturated net assimilation (Amass; inset) across species. The arrows in (a) point to Phaseolus vulgaris, which

was grown in a growth chamber at a light intensity of 200–300 lmol m�2 sec�1 and measured as described in Nadal et al. (2018). Relationship between area-

based C*FT and bulk modulus of elasticity (e; b). Only ‘sun’ values are shown from Sack et al. (2003), where sun and shade leaves were measured for the same

species. Lines represent linear fittings and shaded areas are the 95% confidence intervals. The range in SWC and C*FT may be a result of leaf anatomy. Micro-

scopic images are shown of representative leaves of Populus nigra (c) and Spinacia oleracea (d) from the same plants used in Nadal et al. (2018). The red bars

in both images correspond to 100 lm. Sample fixation and processing was done following the procedures described in Tom�as et al. (2013). Photographs were

taken at 9 200 magnifications with a digital camera (U-TVO.5XC; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). Leaf-specific capacitance at full turgor (C*FT) and the saturated water

content (SWC) values are from Nadal et al. (2018). Note the increased leaf thickness and cell area in S. oleracea, possibly accounting for the increased water

storage and capacitance.
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Spinacia oleracea leaves differing in SWC; the greater cell

dimensions of S. oleracea could account for the higher

SWC and leaf-specific capacitance at full turgor (C*FT) of

this species. The potential role of leaf structure and anat-

omy in determining Cleaf, as well as its possible link with

aquaporin expression (Vitali et al., 2016), deserve further

investigation.

Hydraulic compartmentalization

Although leaf water relations are related to traits reflecting

the bulk of leaf structure, it is very likely that the tissue dif-

ferentiation is reflected in different contributions to water

transport and dynamics within the leaf, i.e. the so-called

‘hydraulic compartmentalization’ (Sack and Tyree, 2005;

Blackman and Brodribb, 2011). Hydraulic compartmental-

ization may be key to explain the interplay between Kleaf,

Cleaf and e. Tissue capacitance is defined for a given DΨ
range, and it may vary depending on Ψtlp (Scholz et al.,

2014). Three phases, distinguished by different slopes of

the DW/DΨ relationship, have been identified for Cstem:

capillary and elastic water release, and the contribution of

water from the lumen of vessels once cavitation occurs

(Tyree and Yang, 1990; Hunt et al., 1991; Vergeynst et al.,

2014; Pratt and Jacobsen, 2017). In stems, tissue structure

accounts for the relative contribution of each of these

compartments: capillary storage is related to the abun-

dance of dead tissue and fibers, whereas elastic storage is

driven by the cell wall thickness of parenchyma cells (Jupa

et al., 2016; Knipfer et al., 2017). In the case of leaves, it

could be expected a far greater contribution of elastic

water storage as this is mainly associated with living tis-

sue (Tyree and Ewers, 1991; Jupa et al., 2016), which pre-

sents thinner cell walls compared with vessels.

Capacitance is mechanistically linked with modulus of

elasticity for the Ψ range above the turgor loss point

(Tyree and Jarvis, 1982; Hunt et al., 1991; Sack and Tyree,

2005); indeed, this is reflected in the negative relationship

between Cleaf and e (Figure 5b). In turn, elasticity within

the leaf differs across tissues, being the stiffness of the

epidermis and cuticle compared with the relatively elastic

mesophyll the most striking example of this phenomenon

(Onoda et al., 2015). This differentiation is also reflected

under dehydration, where mesophyll shows a higher level

of shrinkage than the more rigid epidermis (Zhang et al.,

2016). The link between Kleaf and both Cleaf and e points

towards a tight coordination between the need for buffer-

ing capacity provided by Cleaf and the ability to sustain

deformation and shrinkage under tension, which is related

to elasticity in the case of stems (Pratt et al., 2007; Pratt

and Jacobsen, 2017) and cells (Canny et al., 2012). More-

over, even within the leaf mesophyll cells could play a dif-

ferent role depending on their contribution to the water

flow. Experimental data and modeling indicate a signifi-

cant role of spongy mesophyll in sustaining the bulk of

water flow within hipostomatous leaves and determining

Kox (Buckley, 2015; Buckley et al., 2015). In turn, bulk Cleaf

has been related to a higher proportion of spongy meso-

phyll, whereas no such relationship has been observed for

palissade mesophyll (Binks et al., 2016). This separate con-

tribution to Cleaf is well reflected in their different elasticity:

using ultrasonic resonant spectroscopy, Alvarez-Arenas

et al. (2018) concluded that spongy mesophyll significantly

contributes to lower e compared with palisade mesophyll.

The more elastic properties of spongy cells are also

reflected in its greater shrinkage upon dehydration (Muries

et al., 2019). Leaf rehydration kinetics also point towards

hydraulic compartmentalization within leaves, with a

prominent role of spongy mesophyll during the fast phase

of rehydration in angiosperms (Zwieniecki et al., 2007).

Both reduced elasticity (Alvarez-Arenas et al., 2018) and,

possibly, Cleaf of palisade mesophyll could relate to its

behavior as a rather ‘static’ water compartment (Zwie-

niecki et al., 2007; Guzm�an-Delgado et al., 2018), isolated

from the bulk of water transport within the leaf but

nonetheless contributing to the buffering of water status

(Nardini et al., 2010; Rockwell et al., 2014). However, even

within the ‘static’ palisade mesophyll some degree of

hydraulic compartmentalization could occur: Canny et al.

(2012) found that isolated palisade cells experienced a

greater degree of shrinkage compared with more closely

packed (‘matrix’) cells.

Extreme cases of hydraulic compartmentalization have

been described in plants thriving in dry forests and mar-

ine water, two particularly harsh environments where the

water (and osmotic) stress conditions shape interesting

water-usage and conservation strategies (Nobel, 2006;

Nguyen et al., 2017). Trichomes can serve for water stor-

age and uptake, for instance, significantly contributing to

leaf capacitance at relatively high Ψleaf ranges, as

described in the mangrove species Avicennia marina

(�0.10 to �0.85 MPa; Nguyen et al., 2017). These ‘out-

side-mesophyll’ leaf structures are able to contribute to

leaf water relations despite being completely discon-

nected from the xylem and apoplast water pathway, pos-

sibly contributing to the symplast water transport

(Nguyen et al., 2017) through FWU (Berry et al., 2018).

On the other hand, the water storage in the parenchyma

tissue supported the chlorenchyma (photosynthetic tis-

sue) under drought in the hemiepiphytic cactus Hylo-

cereus undatus, where parenchyma cells underwent

length reduction due to changes in water content, thus

helping to sustain net CO2 uptake over a 6-week drought

period (Nobel, 2006). These volume changes, associated

with water dynamics, are possible due to highly elastic

cells, as described for other succulent species (Steudle

et al., 1980; Goldstein et al., 1991).

The high degree of hydraulic compartmentalization

within leaves, possibly driven by different capacitance
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and elastic tissues of cells, is illustrated in Figure 6. Nota-

bly, the figure shows the potential coupling between Kox

and Cleaf and e at the tissue and cell levels, as well as the

contribution to water status maintenance by structures

not directly related to xylem water transport, such as tri-

chomes and extracellular polysaccharides. Overall, the

available literature suggests a complex relationship

across leaf tissues regarding water transport and the sub-

sidiary needs (elasticity, water storage) to sustain water

flow and evaporation (Rockwell et al., 2014; Buckley

et al., 2015). Although capacitance and elasticity are diffi-

cult to characterize in complex tissues where elastic prop-

erties of individual cells are ‘diluted’ in a complex matrix

of cell-to-cell interactions (Zhang et al., 2016), the studies

of Alvarez-Arenas et al. (2018) and Nguyen et al. (2017)

illustrate how layered water relations can still be inferred

from complex structures. Moreover, the use of tech-

niques such as the pressure probe (H€usken et al., 1978;

Murphy and Ortega, 1995) can provide insights into inter-

esting cell properties that affect the whole tissue water

relations and thus help our understanding of individual

cell properties.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A growing network of leaf traits

In previous work, leaf traits relationships were established

highlighting the relationships among flux-based parame-

ters (Flexas et al., 2013; Sack et al., 2013). Here, these rela-

tionships are extended to include leaf water relations.

Despite early work describing the link between Kleaf and

Cleaf across species (Sack et al., 2003), the potential coordi-

nation between water relation traits and photosynthesis

and carbon economy traits has only received attention in

the recent years (Peguero-Pina et al., 2017; Nadal et al.,

2018; Zhu et al., 2018). The expanded network of leaf traits

is shown in Figure 7. The network proposed here displays

the significant relationships described among photosyn-

thesis and water transport, expanded on the basis of the

described gm and Kox relationship, although the mecha-

nisms of such relationship still need to be elucidated. The

coupling of Kleaf with both gs and gm results in the overall

effect on A, thus clearly relating to water and CO2 transport

in leaves. On the other hand, Cleaf emerges as a subsidiary

aspect related to Kleaf and A due to the need for high
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Figure 6. Scheme of the possible water movements and storage dynamics within a representative hipostomatous leaf.

The figure highlights the different pathways of water transport outside the xylem as well as the potential compartmentalization of water relations across the dif-

ferent leaf tissues and their roles in capacitance. Emerging from the vein, the bulk of the transpiration stream moves through the spongy mesophyll mainly via

apoplast (a), although some portion of the water flow may move via symplast (b) to the sites of evaporation in the substomatal chamber (c), possibly evaporat-

ing at the bundle sheath (d), along the water pathway and near the stomata (Buckley, 2015; Buckley et al., 2015; Scoffoni, 2015). The low modulus of elasticity

(e) and high capacitance (C) of the spongy tissue (Binks et al., 2016; Alvarez-Arenas et al., 2018) could allow the cells to sustain shrinkage and tension under the

water flow and provide dynamic capacitance to buffer transpiration (Zwieniecki et al., 2007). Water flow also occurs in the palissade tissue (e), although palis-

sade is thought to play a more ‘static’ role, being regarded as a rather subsidiary compartment (Zwieniecki et al., 2007; Canny et al., 2012). The transpiration

stream may be higher in isolated cells (f), where shrinkage under transpiration tension has been observed (Canny et al., 2012). Bundle sheath cells or, in the case

of some gymnosperms, the so-called ‘transfusion tissue’ (Johnson et al., 2009) are thought to also provide a dynamic pool of water (g) under transpiration

(Muries et al., 2019). Palissade mesophyll also constitutes a source of water (h) to buffer against water loss in transpiring cells (Zwieniecki et al., 2007; Blackman

and Brodribb, 2011). The stored water in the leaf can be replenished through the vein conduits (i) during night (Zeppel et al., 2014) or liberated from extracellular

water-embedding polysaccharides (j) such as pectins, which are present in some species (Morse, 1990; Robichaux and Morse, 1990). Foliar water uptake (k),

which has been related to high capacitance (Berry et al., 2018), occurs mainly through epidermal cells (Guzm�an-Delgado et al., 2018). In addition, trichomes (l)

have been described in mangrove species to contribute to leaf capacitance to possibly help sustaining transpiration for longer periods (Nguyen et al., 2017).
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capacitance in leaves with high transpiration (and photo-

synthetic) capacity, providing a buffering role preventing

sudden fluctuations in Ψleaf. The relationships among traits

displayed in Figure 7 highlight that most traits may not

necessarily be related on a ‘cause�effect’ basis, but rather

emerge due to the influence of common, underlying vari-

ables.

Besides the traits usually related to A (gs, gm, Kleaf,

among others), bulk tissue elasticity is hypothesized to be

a key parameter in the network of traits, as it is a determi-

nant of Cleaf (Tyree and Jarvis, 1982) but it also has been

related to gm (Nadal et al., 2018). The reduced CO2 diffu-

sion capacity of more rigid tissues may be due to cell wall

thickness, as Tcw in single cells is mechanistically linked to

e (Tyree and Jarvis, 1982). Although extrapolating the e
determinants in single cells to complex, ‘matrix-like’

organs such as leaves is not so straightforward, there are

promising results relating Tcw of mesophyll cells to bulk

leaf e (Peguero-Pina et al., 2017). On the other hand, bulk e
could also be a product of greater epidermis and cuticle

investment (Onoda et al., 2015; Binks et al., 2016).

Furthermore, e can experience dynamic variations (the so-

called ‘elastic adjustment’) under variable conditions such

as water and cold stress (Schulte, 1992; Bartlett et al., 2012;

Niinemets, 2016). These rapid changes are not likely driven

by structural modifications, but rather changes in cell wall

components and rearrangements of cell wall polysaccha-

rides (Peltier and Marigo, 1999; Miranda-Apodaca et al.,

2018). Notably, changes in cell wall composition have

recently been described to affect gm (Ellsworth et al., 2018;

Clemente-Moreno et al., 2019). Further research is needed

in order to clearly establish the structural and chemical dri-

vers of e, and to explore the possible shared mechanisms

with gm.

Future opportunities

Although significant progress has been made towards

understanding the influence of plant hydraulics and plant

water relations on photosynthetic performance, much

remains to be learned. Several research areas, in particu-

lar, are likely to yield significant insights in the near future.

1. The contributions of each of the four water transport

pathways to Kox should be quantified, especially under

dynamic conditions.

2. As all the current methods for estimating gm and Kleaf

are imperfect and, worse of all, there is no method

available for Kox direct estimation, new theories and/or

techniques are required for leaf hydraulics and gm esti-

mation.

3. The possible coordination of CO2 and water transport,

as well as the hydraulic compartmentalization in water

storage and capacitance, should be explored using real-

istic leaf anatomy.

4. The molecular genetic control of gm, Kleaf as well as Cleaf

has never been revealed, and identifying the key genes

in controlling those traits is required for further crop

productivity, stress tolerance and water-use efficiency

improvements. Aquaporins could be a potential target,

as they have been related to water (Vitali et al., 2016)

and CO2 dynamics (Flexas et al., 2012).

5. The mechanistic determinants of leaf e need to be

explored in order to establish a potentially mechanisti-

cally driven effect of tissue elasticity on water transport

and CO2 diffusion.

6. Expanding the knowledge regarding water relations

and photosynthesis in non-vascular plant groups such

as mosses and bryophytes, where Tcw has been

described to be at the highest end of land plants (Car-

riqui et al., 2019).
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